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Abstract

This paper presents a Criterion-Based Role-Based Access
Control model in which secure permissions (SP), secure
operations (SOp), secure objects (SOb), and secure users
(SU) are introduced. The security criterion expressions
(SCE) embedded in SOb work as locks and the com-
mon elements of the security criterion subsets (SCSS) in
SOp and SU work as keys. To support web-based ap-
plications, the remote secure user-role assignment is done
based on user’s digital credential(s), and Compact-Secure-
Role-SCSS cookies are adopted to simplify the subsequent
transactions. The multilayer access control is achieved
by actuating locks with the relevant keys. The proposed
model, an extension of traditional RBAC, efficiently sup-
ports both multilayer access control and non-multilayer
access control on the web.

Keywords: CB-RBAC, compact secure cookie, digital cre-
dential, MPEG-7, multilayer access control

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the multimedia data cover more and more
application domains, ranging from Digital libraries, E-
Commerce, Home entertainment, News programs, Re-
mote sensing, to Multimedia editing. The comprehen-
sive set of audiovisual Description Tools provided by the
MPEG-7 [14, 15, 17, 20] standard is to create the descrip-
tions (which are in the form of hierarchy) of the multime-
dia contents in order to facilitate the needed effective and
efficient access to multimedia contents. Since the secu-
rity requirements of multimedia data are left open in the
present MPEG-7, researchers and developers need to ex-
plore their own methods to protect the sensitive contents
(elements) in the multimedia data.

The properties of the multimedia data and web-based
applications cause several special security requirements.
Multimedia data usually contain huge amount of elements
many of which may have different security levels (e.g. a
medical education video should prevent the unauthorized

users from identifying the patients’ identities), as a re-
sult, the security system must support multilayer access
control. In addition, the multimedia data are frequently
played in real time. Thus, the method of protecting the
relatively small number of elements (such as patient’s
face) among the huge amount of elements should be very
efficient in order to meet the real time requirement. Be-
sides, more and more multimedia applications are in the
distributed environment, it is desirable to assign the ac-
cess privilege (permission) to the hundreds of thousands
remote users automatically. And last, the ideal security
system should take into account and make full use of the
properties of the descriptions (called metadata) provided
by the MPEG-7.

Several research works can be found in the literature
relating to multimedia access control [1, 2, 3, 5, 19]. Some
of these works [2, 3] lacks the ability of protecting areas
in the frames and some are specific to certain form of
multimedia data such as video [1, 3, 5] or image [10].
Another common shortcoming of these works is that they
are basically the mandatory access control (MAC) the
administrative cost of which is relatively higher. Also,
the filtering rules of these systems have to be applied to
every sub object to determine which sub object(s) is (are)
accessible, which is time-consuming. Moreover, they did
not take the full advantages of the MPEG-7.

Compared with Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) has several superior properties. It sim-
plifies the security management and administration, and
provides more access control functions [12]. However, cur-
rent RBAC model is not suitable for the fine-grained mul-
tilayer access control. In order to satisfy multilayer access
control requirements in the current RBAC model, much
more roles have to be introduced and different versions
of a same object (each of which corresponds to a specific
security requirement) have to be generated and stored,
which not only significantly increase the administrative
costs but also cause the datum integrity problem (e.g.
when the content of the different versions of the same ob-
ject are found to be inconsistent, it is difficult to decide
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which one contains the correct content).
Based on the above observations, a Criterion-Based

RBAC (CB-RBAC) model is proposed to support the
web-based multilayer access control in MPEG-7. In the
proposed model, we introduce a number of new compo-
nents which are the secure permissions (SP), secure ob-
jects (SOb), secure operations (SOp) and secure users
(SU). A secure permission is made up of a secure object
and a secure operation. A secure object is composed of a
number of secure sub objects each of which is a sub object
embedded with a security criterion expression (working as
a lock) (in the proposed CB-RBAC model, secure objects
and secure sub objects are semantic descriptions rather
than multimedia data themselves). A secure operation is
an operation associated with a security criterion subset
(its elements work as the relevant keys of the correspond-
ing secure object). A secure user is composed of a user and
a security criterion subset (SCSS) the elements of which
can be thought as user’s available keys. To assign the
remote users to the roles, the digital credentials [6, 7, 8]
are adopted to establish the trust. In the user-role assign-
ment process, the multilayer security related attributes in
the digital credentials are translated into a security crite-
rion subset (whose elements specify the user’s security fea-
tures) which is combined with a user to form a secure user.
Under our Criterion-Based RBAC (CB-RBAC) multilayer
access control model, a secure user who is the member of
a role possesses all the secure permission(s) assigned to
the role. When a secure object is within a user’s granted
secure permission, he/she can efficiently access (in the
mode specified by the secure operation within the same
secure permission) only those secure sub objects whose
embedded locks are actuated open with the common ele-
ments in secure user’s SCSS and the corresponding secure
operation’s SCSS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
first briefly introduce the MPEG-7 standard in Section
2. Then in Section 3, the CB-RBAC model is presented.
Section 4 focuses on secure object and secure operation
generations. The secure user-role assignment process and
Compact-Secure-Role-SCSS cookies are discussed in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 explains how the multilayer access con-
trol and non-multilayer access control are achieved. And
finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Introduction of MPEG-7 Stan-
dard

The MPEG-7 standard provides tools for effectively and
efficiently describing the audiovisual contents. Descrip-
tors (Ds), Description Schemes (DSs), and Description
Definition Language (DDL) are three main components of
the standard. Descriptors are representations of distinc-
tive characteristics of the data, which signify something
(the features) to somebody. They define the syntax and
the semantics of the feature representation. Description
Schemes specify the structure and semantics of the rela-

tionships between their components, which may be both
Descriptors (Ds) and Description Schemes (DSs). De-
scription Definition Language (DDL) is used to define the
syntax of the MPEG-7 Description Tools (Ds and DSs)
to allow the creation of new Description Schemes and De-
scriptors and the extension and modification of existing
Description Schemes. DDL is a superset of XML Schema
in which array and matrix datatypes (both fixed size and
parameterized size) and built-in primitive time datatypes
(basicTimePoint and basicDuration) are added. Depend-
ing on the different applications, MPEG-7 descriptions
may be stored in a database or transmitted along with
the data described.

Two MPEG-7 properties lay the foundation of the CB-
RBAC model. First, the CB-RBAC model benefits from
the fact that the segment description (semantic descrip-
tion) in MPEG-7 can be decomposed and organized into a
tree structure. As a description allows to be decomposed
into a number of different parts each of which corresponds
to a multimedia entity through a multimedia content lo-
cator, it is possible for us to separate further-protection-
needed entities from non-further-protection-needed enti-
ties (These definitions will be given in Section 4).

Another property that makes the CB-RBAC model
possible is the extensibility of the Description Schema in
MPEG-7. The allowed extension can be the creation of
new Description Schema or the modification of the exist-
ing ones. This property facilitates the CB-RBAC in two
aspects. On one hand, with the proper extension of the
Description Schema, more kinds of multimedia entities
can be described and thus fine-grained security level can
be achieved. On the other hand, the extensibility allows
the graceful embedding of the security information.

3 The Criterion-Based RBAC
(CB-RBAC) Model

The proposed CB-RBAC model is an extension of
RBAC96 [21]. The components of objects, operations,
permissions, and users in RBAC96 are enhanced to be se-
cure objects (SOb), secure operations (SOp), secure per-
missions (SP), and secure users (SU) respectively in the
CB-RBAC. A secure object is composed of a number of
secure sub objects each of which is a sub object embedded
with a security criterion expression (working as a lock).
A secure operation is an operation associated with a se-
curity criterion subset (whose elements are the relevant
keys with respect to the locks embedded in the secure
sub objects of the corresponding secure object). A secure
object and the relevant secure operation constitute a se-
cure permission. A secure user is a user with a security
criterion subset (SCSS) the elements of which specify the
user’s security features and can be regarded as the user’s
available keys. To achieve the multilayer access control,
the embedded security information (security criterion ex-
pressions and security criterion subsets) and the normal
Boolean operations are used.
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Figure 1: CB-RBAC model

Figure 1 is the logical details of the proposed CB-
RBAC model.

The components in the model include:

In the proposed CB-RBAC, S (a set of sessions), U (a
set of users), R (a set of roles), Op (a set of operations),
Ob (a set of objects), RH (role hierarchy), and the con-
straints are the same as those in RBAC96 model.

A set of predefined security criteria plays an impor-
tant role in the CB-RBAC model. A security criterion
is a criterion used to specify the secure user’s security
features and the object’s (and the sub object’s) security
attribute(s). Each security criterion is represented by a
Boolean variable denoted by si (The Boolean operations
“∧” (logic and), “∨” (logic or), and “−” (negation) are
applied to security criteria in this paper).

For example, a security criterion s3 can be defined to
indicate the secure users of professional nurses. When
s3 or s3 is included in the description of a secure object
(secure sub object) to specify its security attributes, the
fact of whether a secure user is a professional nurse (e.g.
whether s3 is used to specify the secure user’s security
features) is considered to determine whether the secure
user is allowed to access that secure object (secure sub
object).

A set of security criteria s1, s2, . . . , sn in an applica-
tion domain is predefined according to the system secu-
rity policy and the security requirements. The goal is
that the security features of all kinds of secure users and
the security attributes of all the possible objects and sub
objects can be properly expressed with these security cri-
teria. The total security criteria and their complements in
an application domain form a security criterion set (SCS).

Usually, plurality security criteria may be involved in
specifying the security features of a user. These security
criteria form a set (a subset of SCS, called security cri-
terion subset (SCSS)) which is combined with the user
to form a secure user. Another SCSS, which is associated
with an operation, is made up of all the relevant keys with
respect to the locks embedded in the secure sub objects
of the corresponding secure object.

The security criterion expression (SCE) (work as a
lock) embedded in a secure sub object is used to specify

the security attributes of the secure sub object. A secu-
rity criterion expression (SCE) is a Boolean expression in
terms of security criteria, s1, s2, . . . , sn.

A secure sub object (SSO) is the combination of a sub
object (a description of a multimedia element) and the
embedded SCE which specifies the security attributes of
that sub object.

The existing partial order relations between the secure
sub objects are called secure sub object hierarchy (SSOH):
SSOH ⊆ SSO × SSO.

A secure object (SOb) is composed of a number of se-
cure sub objects which are organized in a tree structure
(secure sub object hierarchy).

The operations operate on secure objects are secure
operations (SOp) each of which is an ordinary operation
associated with a SCSS (called SOp’s SCSS) whose ele-
ments are made up of all the relevant keys (security cri-
teria) with respect to the locks (SCE) embedded in the
corresponding secure object: SOp ⊆ Op × SCSS.

A secure permission (SP) is an allowed access mode of
a secure operation (SOp) on a secure object (SOb): SP ⊆
SOp × SOb.

A secure user (SU) is a user combining with a SCSS
(called SU’s SCSS) whose elements specify the user’s se-
curity features: SU ⊆ U × SCSS.

The new components SOb, SOp, SP, and SU are the
enhanced versions of their corresponding counterparts in
the RBAC96. The enhancement is transparent to the
other components such as roles and sessions. As a result,
the common administrative functions in the CB-RBAC
system are identical (or very similar) to those in RBAC96.

Note: The abbreviations SCE, SCSS, SOb, and SOp
are used to present both singular and plural forms in this
paper.

4 Secure Object and Secure Oper-

ation Generations

4.1 Secure Object Generation

In the CB-RBAC model, an “object” can be either a com-
mon object (A passive entity that contains or receives
information) or a metadata element (a description of a
multimedia entity). In MPEG-7, each description of a
multimedia entity contains a multimedia content loca-
tor pointing to the corresponding multimedia entity and
the accessing information (e.g. TimePoint, Duration, and
Quality etc.) to specify the accessing mode to the mul-
timedia entity. Besides, the metadata (descriptions) and
the corresponding multimedia entities have a one-to-one
relation and they can always be assigned the same secu-
rity attribute (level). Therefore, if a description is acces-
sible (inaccessible), its corresponding multimedia entity is
also accessible (inaccessible). In other words, a multime-
dia entity can be effectively protected by protecting its
corresponding description. In the following discussions,
all the objects and the sub objects refer to the descrip-
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Figure 2: The original description tree of a multimedia
archive

tions (metadata) of the multimedia data unless they are
indicated explicitly otherwise.

Basically, objects (the same are the sub objects) can
be classified into no-further-protection-needed objects
to which all authorized users can access and further-
protection-needed objects all or part(s) of which is (are)
accessible only for those authorized users who have cer-
tain security features. In the original description tree of a
multimedia file (object), if a leaf description node includes
the description of multiple further-protection-needed sub
objects or a further-protection-needed sub object and a
non-further-protection-needed sub object, the description
node must be decomposed further. The purpose of the de-
composition is to guarantee that every further-protection-
needed sub object can be protected independently. As we
discussed in section 2, MPEG-7 supports this kind of de-
composition.

After the decomposition, a proper SCE is selected and
embedded into each sub object of the description tree in
the depth-first, post-order. A predefined table called the
Content-SCE table is used to simply the SCE assignment
to the leaf nodes. If the content of a leaf node belongs
to a Group of further-protection-needed content in the
Content-SCE table, the corresponding SCE of the Group
of further-protection-needed content is adopted as that
leaf node’s SCE. If the content of the leaf node does not
belong to any Group of further-protection-needed con-
tent, the constant false, F, is adopted as the SCE for
that leaf node (which implies that the leaf node is a non-
further-protection-needed sub object). The SCE of each
non-leaf node (interior and root) is formed by logic ‘OR’
of all of its direct children’s SCE (the results are simplified
into the form of Sum of Products (SoP) with the products
sorted according to the number of the products’ terms.

Each record in the Content-SCE table contains two
fields: Group of further-protection-needed content and
Security criteria expression (SCE) which is created in ad-
vance for a specific application domain by the following
steps:

1) Find out all the further-protection-needed sub ob-
jects in that application domain, which are the col-
lection of all the possible further-protection-needed
leaf nodes in all the objects.

2) According to the system security policy and the con-

tent of the sub object, define the protection criterion
combination for each further-protection-needed sub
object in the form of SCE.

3) Aggregate the further-protection-needed sub objects
according to their corresponding SCE. That is, the
further-protection-needed contents with the same
SCE are aggregated into the same group of further-
protection-need contents.

Note that all the SCE in Content-SCE table are of the
form of Sum of Products (SoP) with the products sorted
according to the number of the products’ terms.

Example 1 Suppose that a federated digital library con-
tains multimedia archives about special and complicated
medical cases which are referenced by doctors, nurses and
researchers (special doctors). Every multimedia archive,
properly described by the tools provided in MPEG-7, in-
cludes general, nursing care, diagnosis, and treatment in-
formation in the heterogeneous form (text, image, audio,
and video). The descriptions of the multimedia archives
provide the means for accessing the whole multimedia
archive or its element(s) (The descriptions are used to
represent the corresponding multimedia archives or their
elements in the following discussion, which does not lose
the generality). The original description tree of a mul-
timedia archive is shown in Figure 2 (each node in the
description tree corresponds to a piece of multimedia da-
tum).

There are leaf nodes that describe multiple further-
protection-needed sub objects or a further-protection-
needed sub object and a non-further-protection-needed
sub object. These leaf nodes should be decomposed. To
find out all the further-protection-needed contents (sub
objects), we need to establish the system security policy.

The security policy is derived from existing laws,
ethics, regulations, and generally accepted practices. The
multilayer access control related security policy is that dif-
ferent users (e.g. doctors, nurses and researchers) should
be able to access only the useful and necessary informa-
tion according to their positions and responsibilities. The
system security policy of the Example 1 can be as follows.

1) All of the secure objects (the multimedia archives and
the corresponding descriptions) are accessible only to
those secure users who are the member of the roles
to which the secure permissions (which include those
secure objects) have been assigned.

2) Some contents of these secure objects are restricted
to certain kinds of secure users. The contents and the
corresponding restrictions in this example include:

a. The patient’s sensitive personal information
(such as health card number) is only accessible
to those nurses who are responsible for patient
record administration.

b. Nurses are not allowed to access the contents of
diagnosis and treatment.
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Figure 3: The decomposition of a multimedia archive de-
scription tree

c. Researchers are not able to access to the pa-
tient’s identity.

Based on the above security policy, the possible
further-protection-need contents (sub objects) can be gen-
erated. They are patient’s personal information, pa-
tient’s identity, diagnosis information (except identity),
and treatment information (except identity).

From the above security policy, we can also determine
the relevant security criteria in this example:

1) s1, indicating nurses who are responsible for patient
record administration.

2) s2, indicating researchers (special doctors).

3) s3, indicating nurses.

4) s4, indicating clinic doctors.

Thus, the security criterion set (SCS) of this example
is {s1, s2, s3, s4, s1, s2, s3, s4}.

The Content-SCE table, which includes all the further-
protection-needed contents and their related security cri-
terion expressions (SCE), is produced (see Table 1) ac-
cording to the system security policy. Note that the
further-protection-needed contents are integrated accord-
ing to their SCE in the Content-SCE table.

With the information of all the possible further-
protection-needed contents (sub objects), the original de-
scription tree is decomposed further so that every further-
protection-needed content is described independently (see
Figure 3).

From Table 1 and Figure 3, the secure object can be
produced by embedding a SCE into each node according
to the discussion above (see Figure 4). The number be-
side each node indicates the order in which the SCE are
embedded.

4.2 Secure Operation Generation

To generate a secure operation, the corresponding security
criterion subset must be generated first. The security
criteria within a SOp’s SCSS are the collection of the
security criteria appeared in the SCE of the corresponding

Figure 4: The secure object of a medical multimedia
archive

secure object. Hence the security criterion subset in a
secure operation is made up of all the security criteria
appeared in the SCE of the corresponding secure object.
These security criteria are the relevant keys to determine
the state of the SCE (locks) within the secure object.

Each SOp’s SCSS corresponds to a specific secure ob-
ject. The SOp’s SCSS of the secure object in Figure 4 is
{s1, s2, s3, s4}.

5 Secure User-role Assignment on
the Web

It is the security administrator’s responsibility to assign
secure users to roles and to generate the proper SCSS
(which are embedded in the secure users to specify their
security features) according to the system security policy
and the users’ relevant characteristics. However, man-
ually assigning users to roles and generating the proper
SCSS is a formidable task for the hundreds of thousands
of the remote users in the web applications. A mechanism
that can automatically generate the proper SCSS and as-
sign the remote users to roles is of great importance. The
mechanism requires a proper means to establish the trust
between the remote secure users and the server(s). In
CB-RBAC, we use digital credentials for the needed trust
establishment.

Digital Credentials [9] are the digital equivalent of pa-
per documents and other tangible objects traditionally
used for establishing a person’s privileges, characteristics,
identity, and so on. Users can establish trust in such a
way that only the needed attributes of the digital cre-
dentials are provided. When digital credentials are used
for the purpose of the secure user-role assignment in the
proposed CB-RBAC model, a set of security policies (au-
thorization rules) provides the guide for the assignment
and a Credential-criterion table specifies the mapping re-
lations between the attributes of the credential and the
security criteria (The relevant attributes of a user’s avail-
able digital credentials determine the elements (security
criteria) of the security criterion subset associated with
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Table 1: The Content-SCE table of the Example 1

Group of further-protection-needed content Security criterion expression (SCE)
Patient’s personal data s4 ∨ (s3 ∧ s1)
Diagnosis information (except identity); s3

treatment information (except identity)
Patient’s identity s2

the user).

5.1 Digital Credential Based Security
Policy for Secure User-role Assign-
ment

For each role in the system, the security policy must spec-
ify which digital credential(s) is (are) needed if a remote
secure user is assigned to this role. The role hierarchy
in CB-RBAC has exactly the same properties as that in
RBAC96: senior role inheriting junior role’s permissions;
junior role inheriting senior role’s users [22]. Because of
the second property, authorization rules that are valid to
assign a user to a senior role must also be valid to assign
him/her to its junior roles. To simplify the set of the
authorization rules, the rules specified for the senior roles
need not be repeated for the junior roles; and the security
policy (authorization rules) can be established for every
role (to which secure users need to be assigned) from most
senior roles to most junior roles.

According to the authorization rules, a secure user is
assigned to one or more roles based on his/her avail-
able credential(s) and request. Usually, the secure user
is assigned to those role(s) which include(s) as much as
possible permission according to the security policy and
his/her available credential(s) to facilitate the subsequent
transactions the user might perform. This strategy does
not violate the least privilege principle, because the de-
termination is made in each session to activate only the
role(s) necessary for the user’s work.

To simplify the discussion, we do not consider the
possible existing constraints (which will not lose gener-
ality) about secure user-role assignment and define the
assignable role(s) formally.

Definition 1 (Assignable role): According to the secure
user’s available digital credentials and the system secu-
rity policy, all the roles to which the secure user can be
assigned are called assignable roles with respect to that
secure user.

Suppose that a role hierarchy contains five roles for a
digital library (see Figure 5). The credential group be-
side each role reflects the security policies for the secure
user-role assignment. The secure permissions (SP) within
each role are the secure permissions assigned to the role.
If a remote secure user applies for a secure permission,
SP4, the system checks the digital credentials provided

by the user and assigns him/her to the proper role(s) in
the following steps:

1) Find out the role(s) ri(i = 1, 2, . . .) that contains
(contain) the applied secure permission. In this ex-
ample, we get role2.

2) If ri(i = 1, 2, . . .) or any of its (their) ancestor role(s)
is (are) assignable role(s), go to 3; otherwise go to
4. For this example, if C4∧C5 or C4∧C6 is provided,
role2 is assignable; if C11∧C12 is provided, role5, the
role2’s parent, as well as role 2 is assignable

3) If there is an assignable role r which is the ancestor
of all the other assignable roles, the secure user is
assigned to this role r. For example, if the user pro-
vides C4 (medical member credential), C6 (master
card credential), C11 (VIP member credential), and
C12 (specialist credential), he/she is assigned to role5
(The relevant assignable roles are role2 and role5.
Role5 is the parent of role2).

Otherwise, the user is assigned to those assignable
roles or any of its (their) ancestor role(s)) which have
no parent assignable roles. For example, if a secure
user provides C1, C4∧C5, and C7 to apply the secure
permission SP3, he/she will be assigned to role2 and
role3 (The assignable roles are role1, role2 and role3.
Role2 and role3 have no parent assignable roles).

4) Refuse the user’s application.

In the above process of the secure user-role assignment,
those digital credential attributes which refer to multi-
layer access control need to be translated into a SCSS
to specify the secure user’s security features. To record
these attributes, the system stores a table (Credential-
criterion table) which maps the multilayer security re-
lated attributes of every digital credential to the corre-
sponding security criteria. Table 2 is an example of the
digital credential C4 which has three multilayer security
related attributes: “Profession”, “Administration on pa-
tient’s record”, and “Research”.

When a remote secure user submits C4 and C6 to ap-
ply for the secure permission SP4 (whose secure object
is shown in Figure 4), if the “Profession” attribute of C4
is “Doctor”, the “Administration on patient’s record” at-
tribute is “No”, and the “Research” attribute is “No’, the
secure user will be assigned to role 2 and his/her SU’s
SCSS is {s1, s2, s4}.
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Table 2: An example Credential-criterion table of the medical member credential

Digital credential Security criterion

Credential name Attribute name Attribute value

Profession Doctor s4

Medical-Member- Nurse s3

Digital-Credential Administration on Yes s1

patient’s record No s1

(C4) Research Yes s2

No s2

Figure 5: The digital credentials for remote secure user-
role assignment in Example 1

5.2 Compact Secure Role-SCSS Cookie

A cookie [13, 16, 18] is a piece of state information sent
by a server when a client visits the server through Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The state information is
included in any future HTTP request made by the client
to the server.

The Role-SCSS cookie mechanism (see Figure 6 (a))
can be used to remember the multilayer security related
SCSS and the role(s) to which a secure user is assigned.
Instead of asking the same credentials again, the Role-
SCSS cookie can be used in the subsequent communica-
tions between the web server and the browser. The Role-
SCSS cookie defined for the CB-RBAC model contains
following 6 parameters:

1) Domain: the parameter specifies the domain in which
the cookie is valid.

2) Secure: the parameter indicates to the browser
whether the cookie should only be sent by using a
secure protocol (e.g. SSL).

3) Cookie Name: the parameter specifies the name
(type) of the cookies; the default value is “Role-
SCSS-Cookies”.

4) Cookie Value: the parameter contains the role(s) to
which the secure user has been assigned and the SCSS
whose elements reflect the secure user’s security fea-
tures.

5) URL: the parameter indicates the cookie’s valid path.

6) Expiration: the parameter contains the cookie’s ex-
piration date.

The Role-SCSS cookies work well if every user is hon-
est: none tries to acquire permissions illegally. However,
the threats come from several aspects. Because the Role-
SCSS cookies are stored and transmitted in plain text,
they can be easily modified, copied by the end users
and intercepted by other users on the web. The net-
work threats can be prevented by adopting the widely
used Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL) [11]. To pre-
vent the Role-SCSS cookies from unauthorized modifi-
cation and copy, the cookie has to be enhanced to be
Compact-Secure-Role-SCSS cookie, which includes seven
parameters (see Figure 6 (b)). The values of Domain,
Secure, URL Path, and Expiration parameters are not
changed in the Compact-Secure-Role-SCSS cookies. How-
ever, the value of the Cookie Name is replaced by the
value of ”Sec-Cookie” to indicate the different type of the
cookie. The most significant difference is the values of the
Cookie Value parameter. It is now made up of “name”
“PSW” “IP” “Role(s)” “SCSS” “Expiration” and “Sig-
nature” (where, the “Signature” is the digital signature
of the “name” “PSW” “IP” “Role(s)” “SCSS” and “Ex-
piration” by the server). These parts are arranged in the
fixed format (each part is enclosed in a pair of quotation
marks separated by a blank) and order to form a complete
value. Then it is compressed to reduce its size. Finally, it
is encrypted. When a server receives a Compact-Secure-
Role-SCSS cookie (Cookie Name and Cookie Value), it
processes the Cookie Value in the following order: de-
crypt it, decompress it, and separate it to get “name”
“PSW” “IP” “Role(s)” “SCSS” “Expiration” and “Sig-
nature”. The “name” and “PSW” (which correspond to
user’s name and password) are used to authenticate the
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Figure 6: The Role-SCSS-cookie and the corresponding Compact-Secure -Role-SCSS-cookie

owner of the cookie. The “IP” (which stores the IP ad-
dress of the user’s computer) is used to discover the unau-
thorized entities illegally using the cookie on other com-
puters. The “Signature” is used to check whether there
exist any unauthorized modifications. As the Compact-
Secure-Role-SCSS cookies are no longer in plain text, we
add a new parameter, Comment, to describe the usage
information of the cookie so that users will not be puz-
zled when they possess many Compact-Secure-Role-SCSS
cookies at the same time. When a Compact-Secure-Role-
SCSS cookie is used, it is easy to authenticate the owner
of the cookie, to verify the integrity of the cookie, and to
guarantee the confidentiality of the cookie.

6 Multilayer and Non-multilayer
Access Controls in CB-RBAC

6.1 Multilayer Access Control

In CB-RBAC, a secure user is granted secure permis-
sions in the same way as a user is granted permissions
in RBAC96. The secure user possesses all the secure per-
missions assigned to the roles of which he/she is a mem-
ber. When he/she accesses to a secure object (which is
in one of his/her granted secure permissions) in the mode
defined in the corresponding secure operation, he/she can
only access those secure sub objects whose embedded SCE
(locks) are actuated open by the common security crite-

ria in his/her SCSS (available keys) and the corresponding
SOp’s SCSS (relevant keys).

The procedure of determining whether a secure sub ob-
ject (SSO) should be protected is performed by evaluating
its embedded SCE according to the common elements in
the corresponding SOp’s and SU’s SCSS. The evaluation
of a security criterion expression (SCE) can be done by
the following two steps. First, substitute all the security
criteria in the SCE with true, T, or false, F, according to
the following rules: all the security criteria in SCE that
are not the common elements in SOp’s SCSS and SU’s
SCSS have the value of false, F; and all the security cri-
teria appear in SCE and the intersection of SOp’s SCSS
and SU’s SCSS have the value true, T. Second, the SCE is
evaluated according to the normal evaluation procedure
in Boolean algebra. For example, if the common elements
of SOp’s SCSS and SU’s SCSS are s1, s2 and s3, the eval-
uation values of the expressions s1 ∨ s4, s1 ∧ s2, s2 ∧ s3,
s2∨s4, and s3∧s4 are T ∨ F=T, T ∧ F = F, T ∧ T = T,
F ∨ F = F, and T ∧ F = F respectively. The true, T, eval-
uation value of a SCE implies that the protective criteria
of the corresponding secure sub object (SSO) are satis-
fied and the secure sub object is not accessible. On the
contrary, when the evaluation value of the SCE is false,
F, the criteria of protecting the related secure sub object
are not contented and the secure sub object is accessible.

The multilayer access control is achieved by traverse
the SOb in the depth-first preorder. Each SCE is evalu-
ated by the common elements in the related SOp’s and
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SU’s SCSS. Note that whenever the evaluation value of a
node (secure sub object) is false, F, the children of that
node need not be evaluated (which are called early termi-
nation) and the node as well as its child nodes are acces-
sible. Especially, if the root is evaluated false, F, (which
means there are no further-protection-needed sub objects
in that SOb), all the rest nodes in the SOb need not be
evaluated. In addition, the evaluation of each SCE is
performed in such a way that all its products are eval-
uated one by one from shorter-term-product to longer-
term-product and the short-circuit evaluation is adopted,
which raises the efficiency in two aspects. On one hand,
since the security criteria not in the intersection of SOp’s
SCSS and SU’s SCSS always have the value of false, F, in a
SCE when the SCE is evaluated and all the SCE are in the
form of SoP and their products had been sorted according
to the number of the terms (criteria) in these products,
the products whose number of terms (criteria) is larger
than the number of the common elements in SOp’s SCSS
and SU’s SCSS will always be evaluated as false, F. There-
fore, these products whose number of terms is bigger than
the number of the common elements of SOp’s SCSS and
SU’s SCSS need not be evaluated. On the other hand, the
evaluation process can stop whenever one product (whose
term number is smaller or equal to the number of the com-
mon elements of SOp’s SCSS and SU’s SCSS) in a SCE is
evaluated true, T, (which results in the evaluation value
of the whole SCE true, T). The above properties usually
can reduce the computational expense significantly.

It is time to explain why the intersection of a secure
operation’s and a secure user’s SCSS is used to evaluate
the corresponding secure object in stead of using the se-
cure user’s SCSS only. Note that the elements of a secure
user’s SCSS are user’s available security criteria many
of which may have nothing to do with the SCE evalu-
ation of a specific SOb. This means that there may be
some redundant elements in the secure user’s SCSS with
respect to a specific secure object. Because the redun-
dant security criteria increase the computational expense
in the process of the SCE evaluation, we eliminate them
by using the intersection of a secure operation’s and a
secure user’s SCSS. For example, a secure user’s SCSS
is {s1, s2, s3, s4, s6} and the secure operation’s SCSS is
{s5, s6, s7, s8, s9}. If {s1, s2, s3, s4, s6} is used to evaluate
a SCE, s5 ∨ (s6 ∧ s7) ∨ (s7 ∧ s8 ∧ s9), every term of the
SCE has to be evaluated. If the intersection of the two
SCSS {s6} is used to evaluate the same SCE, according
to the short-circuit evaluation discussed above, only the
first product s5 needs to be evaluated to get the evalua-
tion value of the whole SCE.

In Example 1, when a remote secure user applies for the
secure permission SP4 with digital credentials C6 (which
has no multilayer security related attributes) and C4
(whose multilayer security related attributes are shown
in Table 2), the user is assigned to the role2 with the
SCSS, {s1, s2, s4}. The secure operation’s SCSS in the
SP4 is {s1, s2, s3, s4}. Thus, {s1, s4} should be used to
evaluate the corresponding secure object. Figure 7 shows

Figure 7: The accessible and inaccessible sub objects of a
multimedia archive

the result (the shaded nodes are inaccessible (partially or
completely) to this secure user).

Note that the SCE of the nodes 4, 5, 8, and 9 are not
evaluated because the early termination in nodes 6 and
10 (their SCE evaluation values are “F”).

6.2 The Non-multilayer Access Control

In the proposed CB-RBAC model, every SCE within a
SOb is a fixed expression unless the contents of the de-
scription or the system security policy changes. The se-
curity levels of its secure sub objects are determined by
the embedded SCE as well as the common elements in
the related SOp’s and SU’s SCSS. When there is no com-
mon elements in the related SOp’s and SU’s SCSS, none
of the secure sub objects in the related SOb needs further
protection (because all the SCE in the SOb are evaluated
false), which means that all the security criteria specifying
a secure user’s security features have nothing to do with
the evaluation of SCE of that SOb. Especially, when a
SU’s SCSS is set to NULL, the non-multilayer access con-
trol is achieved for that secure user.

The proposed model also supports the non-multilayer
access control for multiple secure users. By embedding
the constant “F” into the root of those objects which do
not include any further-protection-needed sub object, the
special secure objects are formed. When these secure ob-
jects are accessed, the evaluation value of their roots are
false, F, which results in that the whole secure objects are
accessible. As a result, the non-multilayer access control
is achieved for all the secure users.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a CB-RBAC model to support web-
based multimedia multilayer access control in MPEG-
7 by introducing the secure users (SU), secure objects
(SOb), secure operations (SOp) and secure permissions
(SP). The proposed model takes advantage of the proper-
ties of MPEG-7 standard to generate a secure object by
embedding a security criterion expression (SCE) into each
of its sub object (a multimedia semantic description). A
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secure operation is created by associating a security cri-
terion subset (its elements are the collection of security
criteria appeared in the SCE of the corresponding SOb)
with an ordinary operation. Similarly, a secure user is the
user combining with a proper SCSS. With the cooperation
of a secure user, a secure operation and a secure object,
the multilayer access control is achieved through a power-
ful but simple mechanism. A secure sub object’s security
level depends not only on the embedded security crite-
rion expression (SCE) but also on the common elements
of the relevant SOp’s and SU’s SCSS, which results in a
flexible multilayer access control system. In addition, the
method of using digital credentials and Compact-Secure-
Role-SCSS cookies is effective and secure for web-based
applications.

The proposed CB-RBAC model is an important step
on enhancing the existing RBAC model. The required
multilayer access control is handled gracefully by this
model. To address the requirements of temporal dimen-
sion, the CB-RBAC model can adopt the ideas and meth-
ods proposed in [4] and apply them to both roles and the
related security criterion subsets (SCSS). This issue will
be discussed in detail in a separate paper.

Because the proposed model is an extension of the
RBAC model and exploits the simple Boolean opera-
tions, it has many merits. First, it inherits the advan-
tages of the RBAC model because the extensions of se-
cure users and secure permissions do not change the log-
ical structure of the model. The second merit comes
from the model itself. The use of Boolean expression
is very natural to support the multilayer access control
in MPEG-7. Both further-protection-needed sub objects
and non-further-protection-needed sub objects (and the
corresponding multimedia elements) are expressed explic-
itly by one mechanism. Even complex security require-
ments can be expressed elegantly by the adopted Boolean
expressions. And the model has the potential to accom-
modate to the more complicated requirements. The next
merit is its efficiency and effectiveness. By adopting the
strategy of the early termination and the short-circuit
evaluation of SCE, the computational expense is reduced
and the redundant operations are eliminated. And last,
the model can adapt to a wide range of applications. Both
multilayer access control and non-multilayer access con-
trol are supported by the same model. Although it is de-
signed to address the multilayer access control in MPEG-
7, it also suits for other applications that require mul-
tilayer access control and whose data can be organized
in a hierarchical (tree) form. In conclusion, the CB-
RBAC model can effectively and efficiently support the
web-based multilayer access control in MPEG-7 and has
the potential to deal with the multilayer access control in
broader variety of applications.
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